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I. INTRODUCTION.

CESA supports the Commission’s Proposed Decision. CESA particularly supports the emphasis in the Proposed Decision on energy storage and coordination with other active proceedings at the Commission and stakeholder processes at the California Independent System Operator (“CAISO”) that relate to energy storage. CESA also strongly urges the Commission to closely coordinate development of the scope of Phase 2 of this proceeding with the interrelated

---


http://storagealliance.org
development of the scope of Phase 2 of the energy storage Rulemaking proceeding ("Energy Storage OIR")\(^2\) that is currently underway in direct parallel with this proceeding.

II. **THE COMMISSION SHOULD CLOSELY COORDINATE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCOPE OF PHASE 2 OF THIS PROCEEDING WITH THE SCOPE OF THE ENERGY STORAGE RULEMAKING.**

The fact that the Commission’s active rulemaking proceeding dedicated exclusively to energy storage, the Energy Storage OIR is not mentioned in the Proposed Decision is cause for concern because interconnection-related issues are specifically identified as significant barriers to greater deployment of energy storage in both the OIR in this proceeding and the Energy Storage OIR. The Proposed Decision does note that “The rulemaking [this proceeding] and the June 20, 2012 Assigned Commissioner’s Scoping Memo and Ruling for Phase 1 identified the following issues, among others, to address: . . . (2) Create distribution-level interconnection procedures for storage technologies; . . . (7) Establish a path to resource adequacy qualification for resources that have certain characteristics;” (p. 5).

CESA certainly appreciates inclusion of energy storage in the proposed Rule 21 Settlement that is incorporated as part of the Proposed Decision, but CESA also emphasizes that there are still significant issues specific to energy storage that remain to be addressed in scoping Phase 2 of this proceeding. The proposed scope for Phase 2 of this proceeding that is another part of the Rule 21 Settlement is worthwhile - but it also is incomplete.\(^3\) At a minimum, however, the potential need to address energy storage- specific interconnection issues and the path to resource adequacy for energy storage, referred to above, should be expressly cross-referenced, and specifically addressed in the Phase 2 scoping processes of both this proceeding and the Energy Storage OIR.

\(^2\) R.10-12-007, filed December 16, 2010.

\(^3\) The Proposed Decision recognizes and acknowledges this fact. See, Findings of Fact Number 7. “The Proposed Settlement makes certain recommendations for issues to be included in phase 2 of this proceeding. These recommendations are requests that the Commission make its best efforts, as it deems appropriate, to implement the recommendations and in no manner do these provisions bind the Commission in either making such efforts or as to the final outcome of such efforts.” (p. 58).
III. CONCLUSION.

CESA appreciates this opportunity to comment on the Proposed Decision.
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